Town Hall January 8, 2021 Chat Transcript

00:37:54 MARJORIE MCCULLAGH: Need a networking event for nurses!
00:38:30 Marjorie Grantham: Will we have “tables” breakfast online? NHCA topic tables are the best!
00:38:30 Deanna Meinke: Extended time or slots to meet presenters and ask extended questions or have conversations that are cut off at the end of a session due to time limits.
00:38:40 Nancy Green: Will there be a Silent Auction and, if you need donations, where should they be sent?
00:39:09 Christi Themann: I liked the ability to ask questions during a particular time period for each presentation, even if the presentation was also available on demand.
00:39:43 Jennifer Tufts: I’ve gotten a lot of value out of attending past PSP Workshops (even though I’m not a PSP).
00:40:08 Gayla Poling: I really liked "office hours" with speakers to chat as some have mentioned.
00:41:49 Sandra Maclean uberuaga: looking forward to hearing which sessions are available for CEUs after the conference (ASHA)
00:51:18 Deanna Meinke: So, if you view a pre-recorded session before Friday or Saturday live sessions, are there time gaps in the program without other content? Or rephrased, are pre-recorded sessions also going to be streamed during the "live" conference portion?
00:51:40 Kathryn Sutherland: Will booth staff receive their own log in information?
00:52:48 John Allen: What do you mean “come back to Zoom”. is there a button to take you back?
00:54:00 Thais Morata: Thanks!
00:54:03 Philip Ruud: Will there be CEs for International Hearing Society IHS?
00:55:08 Nancy Green: Must the evaluation be taken immediately after the live sessions, or can we attend all of the live sessions and then take all the evaluations at once?
00:55:54 Quintin Hecht: Regarding the recording sessions next week, do the presenters send Dani the ppt for sharing on zoom while the presenters speak, or, does one of the presenters simply share their screen with the ppt displayed?
00:56:05 Nancy Green: Are there any Tier 1 sessions?
00:56:47 Elliott Berger: what live vendor interaction is possible
00:59:13 Sandra Maclean uberuaga: How much time is allowed after the conference is completed to view the recordings and obtain CEUs
01:00:36 Olivia Allan: Will there be a separate training session scheduled for vendors to run through the virtual booth set up?
01:02:22 Thais Morata: So, please confirm that speakers who recorded presentations are not required to be available for Q&A?
01:03:23 Gaye Chinn: Will there be access to presentation handouts prior to the conference start?
01:05:08 Gayla Poling: Evaluations available until March 19th
Danielle Benesch: At a previous online conference I attended, we had a video call "coffee break" after the presentations using the website wonder (https://www.wonder.me/), which lent itself well to informal discussions about the presentations.

Jennifer Tufts: Will the poster sessions be live or pre-recorded?

Sandra Maclean uberuaga: there is often a difference between allowed CEUs from ASHA and AAA. WAS YOUR

Marjorie Grantham: Will poster presenters provide copies or notes in digits?

Sandra Maclean uberuaga: OOPS SORRY was your estimate based on AAA or ASHA

Olivia Allan: Will vendors need to be available for possible chat the entire 2 days or will there be specific times set for virtual booth interaction?

Danielle Benesch: Is there a template or example for the presentation handout?

Gayla Poling: That's exciting! :)

Deanna Meinke: Thanks to the Program Task Force for pivoting the NHCA conference to virtual and making this happen!

TED MADISON: It may be the only NHCA you can attend in your pajamas!

Thais Morata: Or give us a reason to dress up!

Olivia Allan: Perfect - thank you!

Gayla Poling: I can't wait for NHCA 2021 for the dedicated time we'll have to focus on current research topics. The "energy boost" will be great! :)

Thais Morata: Thanks again for giving us this opportunity to prepare for the conference

Marjorie Grantham: Thank you, NHCA Leadership!!!

Jennifer Tufts: Thank you!!

Olivia Allan: Thank you!

April Taylor: Thank you! This was great! Looking forward to it.

Buffy Robinson: Thank you!

Sandra Maclean uberuaga: where is the conference in 2022?

John Allen: Good to see you all. Have a safe and healthy New Year!

Mary McDaniel: I agree with Ted that some of us might not want to actually appear. But it would be great if you’d encourage all to post a still photo. It’s good to see who's speaking!!

Marjorie Grantham: Please consider a table on: underserved populations hearing loss prevention.

Dani Korth: The conference is in New Mexico 2022

Marjorie Grantham: I am volunteering to lead the topic session I recommended: hearing loss prevention in underserved populations.

James (Jesse) Norris: Thank you!